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We dedicate this book to the men and women
 who sacrificed everything to preserve

 our freedom and our way of life.

We will be forever grateful and will pass down
 your memory to the generations
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For many of us, military timepieces are 
fascinating. They carry a tremendous amount of 
history, while also telling the very personal stories 
of heroes: Infantrymen, combat divers, special 
operators, demolition crews, and other individuals 
who put their lives on the line in battle.

The link between the military and time-telling 
instruments goes back to the earliest days 
of human civilization. The need to track time 
precisely is intimately linked to the earliest 
military strategy. More recently, the military 
origin of the modern wristwatch is undeniable. 
The modern wristwatch enabled a basic form 
of telecommunication between actors during 
combat operations, facilitating cooperation to 
achieve a goal. But to achieve this function, 
it also needed to withstand the harsh reality of 
the battlefield.

Form follows function
Military specifications, often referred to as mil-
spec, were documents produced by governments 
and made available to manufacturers who 
wanted to sell watches to military forces. 
The documents outlined the requirements for the 
watches, such as water resistance and accuracy. 

The watches that met the mil-spec requirements 
were extensively tested and then considered for 
purchase by the government.

Military watches were sometimes designed to 
be disposable, perhaps lasting only a couple of 
years before being replaced. However, due to 
the rigors of combat they were subjected to, 
they had to be rugged and reliable.

Military watches are unique in that they have 
been designed specifically for use in adverse 
environments. They are often characterized by 
their robustness and functionality, as well as their 
unique features, which have found their way into 
civilian watches over time.

According to legend, watches with no identifying 
marks on the dial (sterile dial) were issued to 
special forces operating behind enemy lines. 
In the event of capture, the operations that these 
troops were carrying out could be denied. 

This book is not intended to be an exhaustive guide 
about all military watches. First, we only cover 
vintage military watches from approximately WW1 
to the 1980s; second, this guide will not attempt 
to catalog all vintage military watches. We have 
handpicked the most iconic and significant watches, 
those that seemed the most representative of a 
specific period. We hope the reader will see this 
book as an in-depth introduction to the fascinating 
world of vintage military watches.

Why a  

vintage military  
watch guide?
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What are the features of military watches?
Military watches are no-frills wristwatches that have a specific design and purpose, but similar traits. 
The precise design of each military watch is best understood in the light of its purpose, although there 

are a few design elements that many watches share.

A17A | Photo Credit @bvintagesf

1940s Elgin BuShips watch

Toughness 
Military watches are used in harsh environments 
and should be built to withstand impact and 
corrosion. Nickel-plated base metals or even 
sterling silver (during wartime shortages) were 
previously used before stainless steel became 
widespread. Watch cases were often passivated. 
Passivation is a technique used to protect metals 
from corrosion. It involves the use of a passive 
layer on the metal’s surface that blocks access to 
the metal’s interior by reactants. 

Stealthiness 
Passivated watches often presented a matte, dull, 
and extremely tough finish. In turn, a matte finish 
prevents light from reflecting off the surface of 
the watch, which could give away the wearer’s 
position. Additionally, a matte finish is less likely 
to show scratches and other damage, making the 
watch less conspicuous.

Reliability 
Military watches need to be reliable in 
different environments because they are 
often used in harsh conditions. Watches 
are subjected to extremes in temperature, 
shocks, and vibrations. This can make 
them prone to malfunctions if not built 
with robust construction. For this reason, 
military watches often have features such 
as shatter-resistant crystals, reinforced 
cases, and water resistance.

Redwood Tactical v1 - Black watch
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Ease of use 
The watches were designed with the user in mind, 
and all superfluous features were eliminated. 
One of the most important aspects of an easy-
to-use timepiece is its legibility. The numerals 
and hands should be large and clear, making 
it easy to see the time at a glance. The hour 
markers should also be prominently displayed. 
The timepiece should also be easy to set, with 
a straightforward and intuitive mechanism. 
The straps should be comfortable and securely 
fastened. Dials also sometimes featured a  
24-hour track, ensuring the wearer could easily 
communicate military time with a low risk of error. 

Illumination 
Without a means to illuminate the 
dial, it would be very hard to read 
the time under low-light conditions. 
The most common method is using a 
luminous compound on the hands and 
dial. The compound was originally 
a radioactive material such as radium. 
Later watches were made use of less 
hazardous materials. We go into more 
details about luminous coatings in 
chapter 7 (p. 49). 

Markings and Identifications 
Military watches have markings that give 
details about the type of watch, manufacturer, 
and military unit the watch was issued to. 
The markings are generally engraved or stamped 
on the caseback. The main markings on a military 
watch are the manufacturer’s name or logo, the 
type of watch, the military unit, and the year of 
manufacture. The markings may also include the 
serial number and other identification codes. 
We explore the cryptic world of military watch 
markings in chapter 8 (p. 53).A-11 Caseback | Photo Credit @amsterdammaarten

Redwood Tactical v2 - Mil-Spec watch

Redwood Field v1 - Black watch
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The main types of military watches
In this book, we will go over the holy trinity of field, diver’s, and pilot watches.

B-Uhr Type A pilot watch | Photo Credit @fl23883

Timor Dirty Dozen field watch | Photo Credit @freewheeels

Benrus Type I & Type II dive watches | Photo Credit @mk3radial

Field watches 
The most common military watch is the field 
watch. Sometimes dubbed a general-purpose 
watch or standard-issue watch, the field watch 
was used primarily by infantry and other ground 
forces. They were designed to be rugged, 
inexpensive, and mostly non-serviceable. 
Field watches needed to provide accurate time 
and be easy to read in any condition.

Diver’s watches 
Among the most rugged (and most expensive) 
military watches, diver’s watches hold a special 
place in the watch world. Initially developed 
for professional divers by some of the biggest 
names in Swiss horology (Blancpain, Omega, 
Rolex), they were soon used by combat divers 
and sabotage units, immediately conferring 
them a tough-guy image. 

Water resistance was the most critical specification 
and led to the development of locking crowns, 
helium valves, and compressor cases. Features 
such as timing bezels and strong illumination of 
the dial became essentials on a diver’s watch.

Pilot’s watches 
Some of the earliest military watches are pilot’s 
watches. During the early days of aviation, 
it quickly became clear that accurate timing 
was required. Chronographs were used for 
navigating, timing landings, and bombings. 
Watches needed to be large for quick reading, 
resist vibration, and temperature extremes. Some 
pilot’s watches were equipped with tachymeters 
to measure average speeds.

We will also briefly explore the very special 
world of special watches, introduce more details 
on the evolution of the watch crystal, and the 
legendary NATO strap. 
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Seiko 7005-8030 MACV-SOG field watch | Photo Credit @vintage_chck
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MIL-W-46374 field watch | Photo Credit @bone.idol1
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The origin story 
We can trace the origin of the field watch back to 
the trench watches of WW1. Trench watches 
were in essence jerry-rigged pocket watches, 
modified to be more practical in a warfare 
environment. This generally meant soldering lugs 
onto the case to be able to wear the watch on 
the wrist using a leather or fabric band. Trench 
watches quickly proved particularly useful for 
artillery and infantry units.

Rapidly, established watchmakers started 
manufacturing the first field watches: watches 
made specifically to be worn on the wrist, 
with a strong case, high contrast dial, and 
radioactive radium coatings for illumination. 
They also often featured a large crown for 
easy operation.

During World War II, the British Ministry of 
Defence (MoD) started importing considerable 
numbers of watches from Switzerland. Know as 
the A.T.P. (Army Trade Pattern), these field 
watches featured mostly white dials, 3-hand 
movements, and illumination. They were issued to 
military personnel even though they were mostly 
civilian watches with dial modifications.

Later on, the MoD would produce a set of much 
more stringent specifications designed to ensure 
military issue watches would be fit for use under 
extreme conditions.

Watches made under these specifications and 
later ones such as the notable MIL-W-6433A, 
MIL-W3818A and MIL-W-3818B defined the 
functionality and esthetics of what we see today 
as the quintessential vintage field watch.

Main functions and design
The primary function of the field watch was to 
synchronize action within a military unit or with 
other units - actions such as infantry charges or 
artillery fire. This need for a common reference 
point was also critical to executing a more 
complex military strategy. 

Like all proper tools, field watches were made 
with a specific purpose in mind. Designs were 
purely utilitarian. There was a need for 3 hand 
movements (hour, minute, and seconds).  
The dial needed large numerals and clear 
second markers. The case needed to be 
somewhat waterproof and dustproof with a 
rugged build to handle shock and corrosion. 
This basic architecture persisted throughout 
the history of the field watch.

22

Field watches 
Standard Issue and the watch  

that won the war 
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In the 1940s, the A-11 military standard 
established detailed specifications for a field 
watch that later became the de facto standard-
issue timepiece for the USAAF and eventually 
infantry and ground forces. One of its key 
features was the hacking function i.e. the ability 
to stop the seconds hand to sync time with 
the commanding officer.

The procedure almost became a ritual: The officer 
would announce the exact time to be set. His men 
would set their watch and wait for the signal. 
On his command, they would all push the crown 
in, setting the second hand in motion. The result 
was a perfectly synchronized military unit.

The A-11 quickly became the most iconic watch 
of the many watches issued during WW2. 
It was adopted by nearly every allied force and 
continued to be used by various military forces 
around the world after the war. Tens of thousands 
of A-11s were made by American watchmakers 
Elgin, Bulova, and Waltham.

The A-11 featured a black dial with white 
markings and large Arabic numerals marking 
the hours and a minute scale on the outer edge. 
It featured a 3-hand movement with a hacking 
function. The case was usually made of plated 
brass, steel, or silver with an “unbreakable” 
acrylic crystal. The watch was equipped with 
an olive drab canvas strap.

A-11 field watch. Dial, movement, and engraved caseback | Photo Credit @amsterdammaarten

The A-11: The watch that won the war
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Some of the watch’s details were not clearly 
specified under the A-11 standard. This led to 
small variations in the design and specifications 
of the case, dial, and crown. Some versions were 
issued without any lume while others had lumed 
markers and hands. There were also differences 
in the crowns, bezels and straps.

The casebacks were engraved or stamped with 
information about the watch itself as well as the 
service issuing it. We discuss caseback markings 
at length in chapter 8 (p. 53).

1943 Bulova A-11 field watch | Photo Credit @dae_denimExtract from A-11 field watch handbook

1942 Waltham A-11 field watch | Photo Credit @jonathannsnyder
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A few years after the war ended, the A-11 
needed an upgrade to make it also suitable 
for use by pilots and navigators. The A-11 
spec was thoroughly revised and led to 
the MIL-W-6433 standard. 

The new watch, dubbed the A-17, features key 
upgrades. Radioactive radium was used on the 
numerals, hour markers, and the hour, minute, 
and second hand. The dial was updated with  
24-hour markings to facilitate reading 
military time. 

However, with the revision to MIL-W-6433A, 
the A-17 was short-lived and quickly replaced 
by the A-17A. The new watch featured a 

passivated case for corrosion resistance and 
a movement with a hacking function.

The MIL-W-3818A standard was developed 
around the same time as the 6433/A. An element 
of mystery remains as original documents are not 
currently available. The watches were very similar 
and because of the non-original replacement 
parts that were used for repairs, it can be difficult 
to distinguish between the 2 standards. All three 
watches shared a common design ethos and 
functionality. It is said the MIL-W-3818A was 
the first issue watch to see action in Vietnam with 
the Green Berets and Special Forces.

The A-17/A, MIL-W-3818 and MIL-W-46374

1958 Bulova A-17/A watch | Photo Credit @bvintagesf

1950s US Army Bulova type A-17/A |  
Photo Credit @plymouth.hemi.1971

Bulova A-17/A watch | Photo Credit @watchliberty
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Circa 1961 Bulova MIL-W-3818A |  
Photo Credit @livingtheanchorlifeSpecifications for the MIL-W-46374 watch

The MIL-W-3818B was an evolution of the 
earlier standards with a few key changes. 
Most notably, the lume on the dial and hands 
was now tritium-based for improved legibility 
in low light conditions and improved safety vs. 
radium. The standard called for a hand-wound 
17-jewel movement. It featured a 36-hour power 
reserve and accuracy of around +/- 30 sec/
day. The popularity of the watch only increased 
when Steve McQueen donned the civilian version 
made by Benrus in the film Bullitt.

In 1964, the MIL-W-46374 was published. 
It would later be revised until MIL-W-46374G 
was published in 1999. Over time, specifications 
introduced corrosion-resistant steel and later 
stainless steel cases (1973). From 1975, it was 
mandatory to include the radiation symbol on 
the dial to indicate the presence of radioactive 
tritium lume. “Disposable” watches were also 
made, featuring a plastic, non-serviceable case. 
Tritium paint was eventually replaced with tritium 
tubes. The 1986 revision D introduced variants 
(Type 1 to 5) with very different characteristics for 
different applications (notably an analog model, 
a high precision variant). Some later models even 
featured rotating bezels with GMT markings. 

1962 Bulova MIL-W-3818A |  
Photo Credit @tritiumaholic

Inside a 1962 Bulova MIL-W-3818A |  
Photo Credit @buyingontime
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The WWW aka The Dirty Dozen

During WW2, the MoD published specifications 
for a standard-issue type watch. Known as the 
Watch, Wristlet, Waterproof (WWW), the new 
watch was eventually produced by 12 Swiss 
watchmakers (Omega, IWC, Longines, Buren, 
Cyma, Eterna, Grana, Jaeger LeCoultre, Lemania, 
Record, Timor, and Vertex). The watches did 
not see any military action in WW2 as they 
were delivered between May and Dec 1945 
but they were nonetheless issued and remained 
in circulation for a few years. They were later 
dubbed the dirty dozen as a reference to both 
the 12 manufacturers and the now famous 
1967 war film.

The specifications were typical of a field watch: 
35-38mm case size, black dial with white 
markings, luminous hands and hour markers 
(Radium), railroad minute track, shatterproof 
crystal, and a waterproof case. Dials featured 
the broad arrow indicating HM Government’s 
property.
The movement was required to be of chronometer 
grade i.e. to pass rigorous testing to ensure 
high precision under different temperatures and 
in different positions.

The dirty dozen are highly collectible today, 
especially as a complete set. In a large number 
of watches, the hands and dials were eventually 
replaced or modified to eliminate the use of 
highly toxic radium. This resulted in a huge 
number of variations and combinations.

Timor Dirty Dozen field watch | Photo Credit @freewheeels Longines Dirty Dozen | Photo Credit @william_hambuwali
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Modern alternative: The Redwood Field Watch

The Redwood Field watch was first released in 
2015 as a modern alternative to WW2-era field 
watches. The overall architecture of the watch 
was inspired by classical standard-issue watches 
such as the A-11 and WWW: a simple dial 
with large, easy-to-read numerals, a railroad 
minute track, luminous hands and dial markers. 
The waterproof and dustproof case is made of 
corrosion-resistant stainless steel and the crystal 
is scratch-resistant hardened mineral glass. 
Similar to period timepieces, the caseback is 
engraved with information about the specs of 
the watch.

Originally issued only with a quartz movement 
(more reliable and precise than period 
movements), it was later upgraded with 
automatic and solar-powered movements. 
The main differences with vintage field watches 
are the modern, slightly larger case size (40mm 
vs 32-38mm), and the use of non-radioactive 
luminescent pigment for the dial.

In the spirit of the original field watches, 
the Redwood Field is affordable, fit for use in 
difficult environments, and requires minimal 
servicing. All Redwood watches are assembled 
in Canada.

Redwood Field v3 - White watch Redwood Field v3 - Frogman watch
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Panerai Radiomir dive watch
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The origin story:  
The Panerai Radiomir and 
canteen watches 
As early as WWI, Panerai was a trailblazer in the 
field of illumination with the Radiomir, a radium-
based luminous compound. In the  
mid-30s, the company started developing 
watches for the divers of the Italian Navy. 
This proto-diver’s watch featured a large 
waterproof case, strong illumination, and a 
strap long enough to be used over period diving 
attire. It also marks the first use of the soon-to-
be-famous Panerai lever mechanism to hold the 
crown tightly against the case and prevent water 
ingress. 

During the war, Panerai watches notably saw 
action in the Dec 1941 raid of Alexandria 
where special ops units damaged HMS 
Queen Elizabeth and the HMS Valiant. 

In parallel, the canteen watch (or BuShips watch) 
was being developed. These watches featured 
a large metal cap covering the crown to prevent 
water infiltration. These caps looked like miniature 
military canteens, hence their name. They were 
manufactured by American watchmakers such 
as Elgin and Hamilton for the Navy’s Bureau 
of Ships (BuShips) during WW2 and issued to 
Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT) who were 
tasked with clearing sunken ships from harbors. 
Canteen watches and Panerai were pioneers 
in the field of military waterproof watches. 
They would lead the way for several iconic 
military diver’s watches.

Panerai Luminor dive watchPanerai Luminor dive watch BuShips watch Detail of the “canteen”  
covering the crown

33

Diver’s watches  
Diving tools for daring underwater  

sabotage operations
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Specifications for military diver’s watches evolved 
between WW2 and the 90s but the important 
features required for such a job were understood 
early on. 

A diver’s watch is first and foremost a tool 
designed to be used underwater. Water-
resistance ratings entailed both a watertight case 
to prevent moisture damage but also a strong 
crystal to handle hydrostatic pressure.

Diver’s watches: Main functions and design

With difficult underwater conditions 
(low visibility and low light) a clear, legible 
dial, with large markers and illumination 
was essential. A ratcheting, unidirectional 
bezel became practically standard on diver’s 
watches. It allowed for precise fail-safe timing. 
Unidirectional bezels were later integrated into 
ISO/DIN standards for diver’s watches.

Circa 1967 W10 Omega Seamaster 300 watch | Photo Credit m_j_watches
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MIL-W-22176A, Blancpain and Tornek-Rayville

In 1952, the “Nageurs de combat” (combat 
divers) unit was created by the French military 
as an elite team of tactical divers. Their missions 
included underwater intelligence, sabotage, 
demolition, and covert attacks on enemy 
seaports. At the time, no watch was specifically 
designed for underwater combat. Commanding 
Officer Robert Maloubier of the French Navy 
approached Blancpain to develop a watch built 
for the extreme conditions faced by his men. 
The result was the Fifty-Fathoms, a model that 
defined the basic architecture for the majority 
of future diver’s watches. Its most noticeable 
feature was the prominent rotating bezel used 

MIL-W-22176A Blancpain and Tornek-Rayville | Photo Credit @abv33

for timing dives and decompression. It was water-
resistant to 100m/300ft and the dial used large 
illuminated markers and numerals.

When the US military published the MIL-
W-22176A spec, businessman Allan Tornek 
rebranded slightly modified Fifty-Fathoms to 
be able to avoid foreign import restrictions. 
The TR900 was made in very small numbers 
(under 1000 units) that were issued to special 
forces operating in Vietnam. Most were later 
destroyed per radioactive material disposal 
protocols and only a few dozen survived.
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Rolex Submariner 6538 worn by Sean Connery in James Bond movie Dr. No [1962]

Milsubs: The Rolex Submariner

Around the time that Blancpain released the  
Fifty-Fathoms, Rolex started manufacturing 
the first Submariners. The Submariner became 
one of the most iconic diver’s watches in history. 
Reference 6538 became known as the Bond 
Submariner after spending time on James Bond’s 
wrist in Sean Connery’s movies. 

Because of Rolex’s solid reputation for making 
waterproof watches, they were the first choice 
when the MoD began searching for equipment 
for its diving units. The MoD required several 
modifications to the civilian Submariner 6538 to 
make it military-worthy: The milsub was to feature 

fixed bars (and therefore a one-piece strap), 
a larger, grippier bezel for easy underwater 
operation. Radium dials were swapped out for 
safer tritium dials (indicated by a circled T). 

In 1972, the MoD returned to Rolex with a 
request for a modified version of the Submariner 
reference 5513. The changes were similar to 
those required for the 6538: fixed bars with 
a one-piece strap, and tritium dials. The hands 
were also enlarged and the bezel featured minute 
markers for the entire 60 minutes. The resulting 
5513/5517 reference replaced the Omega 
Seamaster 300 issued to the SAS.
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The Omega Seamaster 300

Almost as iconic as the Submariner, 
the Seamaster 300 is another civilian model 
that was modified at the request of the MoD to 
be issued to the Royal Navy and the RAF under 
models 0552 and W10 designation respectively. 
Modifications were typical of military diver’s 
watches of the era: fixed bars with one-piece 
straps, large hands, tritium dials, and screw-down 
crowns. They were mostly issued to special forces 
for recon, defensive, and offensive diving missions. 

Omega Seamaster 300 W10 | Photo Credit @vintage1688

Circa 1967 W10 Omega Seamaster 300 watch |  
Photo Credit m_j_watches
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Bernus Type I & Type II dive watches | Photo Credit @mk3radial

MIL-W-50717 and the Benrus Type I and II

While the MoD was commissioning modified 
civilian diver’s watches for military use through 
Swiss watchmakers Rolex and Omega, the US 
Armed Forces were publishing the MIL-W-50717 
spec in 1972.

MIL-W-50717 described in detail a military 
diver’s watch which would eventually be made 
by Benrus for close to a decade under the 
Type I and Type II monikers. The Benrus diver’s 
watches were monsters, with technical details that 
would still hold their own by modern standards: 
a massive one-piece 43mm stainless steel case, 
365m/1200ft water resistance, an automatic 
movement with a 40-hour power reserve, and 
strong, fixed bars.

The dial is pure military functionality with big 
luminous markers (Type I) or large luminous 
numerals (Type II) on a black dial. The bezel also 
features white markings on a black background, 
with coarse notches for easy operation with 
gloves on. Non-luminous versions were made 
for use on submarines where the radioactive 
compounds would have interfered with the 
delicate instrumentation on board.

The MIL-W-50717 watches were issued to elite/
special forces, notably to the Navy Seals. Several 
watches with sterile dials have surfaced over time, 
feeding rumors about how they were used by the 
CIA for special operations so that the watch or its 
owner could not easily be identified as American.
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Redwood Tactical v2 - Mil-Spec watch Redwood Tactical v2 - Frogman watch

Modern alternative: The Redwood Tactical Watch

The Redwood Tactical watch was first released 
in 2016 as a modern alternative to 60s era 
military diver’s watches. The overall design of 
the watch was inspired by the MIL-W-22176A 
spec: a highly legible dial with large, easy-to-
read numerals and a prominent unidirectional 
rotating bezel. Special emphasis was put on 
the illumination of the hands, dial markers, and 
bezel insert. The waterproof case is made of 
corrosion-resistant stainless steel and features a 
screw-down crown and a screw-down caseback 
for a 200m/660ft water resistance rating. 

The crystal is scratch-resistant sapphire. Similar to 
period timepieces, the caseback is engraved 
with information about the specs of the watch. 
The latest revision of the design was upgraded 
with automatic and solar-powered movements.
In the spirit of the original diver’s watches, 
the Redwood Tactical is a formidable tool watch 
with the means to back its looks and is robust 
enough to be used every day without fear of 
damage. All Redwood watches are assembled 
in Canada.
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A pilot writing down coordinates while wearing a Type A pilot watch
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Cartier Santos Dumont pilot watch Longines A-7 offset dial pilot watch | 
Photo Credit @havestonhorology

The origin story: Cartier 
Santos and the A-7 pilot watch
The very first pilot watches were pocket watches. 
These were typically large and bulky, making 
them impractical for use in the cockpit. In 1908, 
Louis Cartier designed a new type of watch 
for his friend Alberto Santos Dumont, an early 
aviation pioneer. This was the first wristwatch 
specifically designed for pilots.

On the military front, pilots and navigators were 
among the first to use watches. In the early 30s, 
the US military published spec 27748 outlining 

the specification for the A-7, its first military pilot’s 
wristwatch. Using a pocket watch movement, 
the A-7 featured a massive case and an offset 
dial for easy reading while flying. It was intended 
to be worn over a flight jacket’s sleeve and was 
made by Longines.

The ability to accurately measure distance 
through recording time and speed provided a 
major advantage in the air both for navigation 
and tactical use. This led to the development of 
different types of chronographs and stopwatches 
whose history is closely associated with the 
evolution of military aircraft.

Chronographs  
& Pilot Watches  

Navigation and battle in dangerous skies   

44
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Longines A-7 offset dial pilot watch | 
Photo Credit @spongerob_watches

Drawing of the offset dial design concept 
for a pilot watch

Pilot watches: Main functions and design

The design of pilot watches evolved over the 
years, but they still retained many of the same 
features that were fi rst introduced in the A-7. 
These include large dials with high contrast 
markings and easy-to-read numerals. They often 
used higher-grade, high-precision movements 
when compared to the more common general-
purpose fi eld watches.

A stopwatch or timer function was a typical 
requirement with a multi-subdial layout becoming 
the de facto standard. The stopwatch function 
was typically operated through one or multiple 
pushers on the side of the case.
Many pilot watches and chronographs had 
oversized crowns (for gloved operation) and 
sturdy movements that were resistant to vibration 
and the temperature extremes encountered in 
a cockpit.
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1940 legendary oversized B-Uhr Type B pilot watch |  
Photo Credit @praguevintagewatches

The legendary B-Uhr (Type A and B):  
high-precision German engineering

After its WWI defeat, Germany began the 
colossal project of rebuilding and modernizing 
its military in the 30s. The ministry of aviation 
published specifications for an entirely new 
wristwatch designed for pilots and navigators: 
the Beobachtungs-Uhren, or observation watch 
(B-Uhr for short). The B-Uhr would be supplied to 
the Luftwaffe (German Air Force) during WW2 
and quickly achieved legendary status.

The B-Uhr used a high-precision mechanical 
movement regulated to chronometer-grade, 
housed in a massive 55mm antimagnetic 
case with a large “onion” crown. Two main 
variations were made: The Type B dial featured 

highly legible minute markers and numerals in 
increments of 5 on the outer part, with a smaller 
inner circle featuring hours 1 to 12. The Type A 
dial only featured the hours on the outer part. 
The watches were worn over flight jackets and 
fastened with large riveted leather straps.

The watches were issued to pilots and navigators 
for specific missions and returned immediately 
after. In service, they were precisely synchronized 
with a radio signal from the German Naval 
Institute thanks to the movement’s hacking 
function. Such precision was required for the mid-
air interception of enemy aircraft.

Drawing and specs of the B-Uhr Type B | 
Photo Credit @fl23883
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The Fliegerchronograph:  
The Luftwaffe’s secret weapon

Another iconic German pilot watch developed 
during WW2, the Fliegerchronograph would 
influence chronograph designs for decades.
Inside a nickel-plated brass case, it used 
movements made by German watchmakers 
Tutima or Hanhart. The black dial had white 
Arabic hour numerals and 2 subdials: running 
seconds on the left and a 30-minute chronograph 
counter on the right. The chronograph 
central seconds featured the first-ever 
flyback mechanism. Some versions of the 
Fliegerchronograph were equipped with 
a rotating bezel for additional timing function.

Since it was to be used in aerial combat, 
the Fliegerchronograph specs included important 
requirements: a shock-resistant acrylic crystal, 
a waterproof case, and an illuminated dial 
for low-light visibility. It also needed to be 
antimagnetic to protect against interference 
with equipment aboard the aircraft.

Hanhart 417ES Fliegerchronograph pilot watch

Pilot wearing a Type A pilot watch over his combat suit
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The Mk11: A WWW fit for pilots

After the dirty dozen field watches were issued 
to infantry forces, the British MoD began work 
on a pilot watch. The WWW used movements 
that were not sufficiently accurate for navigation 
purposes. The new standard, 6B/346 would give 
birth to the Mk11 watch.

Beginning in late 1948, the watches were 
manufactured by IWC and Jaeger-LeCoultre 
to very high standards. Measuring 35-36mm, 
the case was small for a pilot watch. It was 
equipped with a high-grade mechanical 
movement, extensively tested, and regulated to 
chronometer standard at the Royal Greenwich 
Observatory. All Mk11 watches were to be  
re-tested yearly even when not in service. 
The result was a highly accurate timing instrument, 
fit for pilots and navigators.

IWC Mk11 pilot watch |  
Photo Credit @martins_of_glasgow IWC Mk11 pilot watch

Issued to the RAF (and allied air forces) starting 
in 1949, the Mk11 was equipped with an anti-
magnetic case (accomplished using a Faraday 
cage), a black dial with white numeral and 
markers, illuminated markers at 3, 6, 9, and 
12 o’clock positions and the iconic hand set: 
a truncated hour hand that became the trademark 
of the Mk11.

Radium was swapped out for much safer tritium in 
the early 60s with the circled T on the dial noting 
the change. Over its extensive career (1949 
to 1981), the Mk11 was supplied with a metal 
bracelet or a one-piece fabric strap. Cases were 
somewhat waterproof and the acrylic crystal was 
mounted in such a way as to prevent separation 
in case of rapid decompression in the cockpit.
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Bernus GG-W-113 pilot watch | Photo Credit @vintage_chck

The GG-W-113: A MIL-W-3818 for the Air Force

Because of their very similar dials, the GG-W-
113 is often confused with the MIL-W-3818B. 
However, the two watches are quite different. 
The GG-W-113 spec was published in 1967 and 
detailed the requirements for a highly accurate 
and rugged pilot watch. It used a higher grade 
movement compared to the MIL-W-3818 and 
all GG-W-113s had a hacking function for 
precise synchronizing.

Although it evolved over more than two decades 
of service, it became closely associated with 
the Vietnam war. It was manufactured mostly by 
Hamilton and Benrus and saw action until the 
late 80s.

The GG-W-113 used tritium for illumination 
and featured a parkerized case for corrosion 
resistance (a process similar to the treatment 
of firearms). The dial is nearly identical to the 
MIL-W-3818 with hour numerals on the outer 
part and 13 to 24 markers for military time on 
the inner part. The watches were issued with 
a one-piece nylon strap, generally black, 
sometimes olive drab.
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DEF-STAN 66-4: Asymmetrical Chronographs

In the early 70s, the MoD issued a revised 
defense standard for pilot chronographs, 
the DEF-STAN 66-4. This led to the development 
and manufacture of the iconic asymmetrical 
chronographs of the Royal Air Force. The very 
precise specifications meant the watches made 
by Hamilton, CWC, Newmark, and Precista 
were nearly identical. The use of off-the-shelf 
commercial Valjoux movements helped keep 
costs down.

The most noticeable characteristic of the watch 
is its asymmetrical case: The right side was wider 
to protect the crown and pushers from being 
accidentally depressed. The dial was black with 
highly legible white markings. The chronograph 
followed a 2-subdial layout at the 9 and 
3 o’clock positions. 

The left subdial was the running seconds whereas 
the chronograph seconds were central. The right 
subdial was a 30-minute chronograph counter. 
The dial was illuminated with tritium (12 and 6 
in addition to hour dots) as well as the hands.
Asymmetrical chronographs were issued to the 
RAF, but also to the Royal Navy and Australian 
Navy. The caseback was engraved or stamped 
with the item type number, year of issue, serial 
number, and the service for which it was issued.

These watches mark the end of an era as one 
of the last mechanical chronographs used in 
the military. They would be soon replaced 
with quartz watches that were more precise, 
more economical, and required much less 
maintenance.

1970s CWC DEF-STAN 66-4 | Photo Credit @woundgears
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Modern Alternative: The Redwood Type B pilot watch

The Redwood Type B pilot watch was first 
released in 2022 as a modern alternative to 
WWII-era military pilot watches. The overall 
design of the watch was inspired by the B-Uhr 
(Type B): a highly legible dial with large, easy-
to-read minute numerals on the outer part with 
a smaller inner circle featuring hour numerals. 
The hour and minute hands are illuminated. 
Their design is reminiscent of aircraft clock hands. 
The rectangular hour markers as well as the 
triangular 12 o’clock marker (flanked by 2 dots) 
are also illuminated for nighttime operation. 

The 100m/330ft waterproof case is made of 
corrosion-resistant stainless steel and features 
a screw-down crown and a screw-down 
caseback for worry-free operation. Its 40mm 
diameter is much more usable than the original 
WWII 55mm behemoths. The crystal is scratch-
resistant sapphire. Similar to period timepieces, 
the caseback is engraved with information about 
the spec of the watch. The Type B is available with 
automatic and solar-powered movements.
In the spirit of the original B-Uhr, the Redwood 
Type B is equipped with a hacking function for 
precise synchronization and is operated through 
a large coin-edge crown. All Redwood watches 
are assembled in Canada.

Redwood Type B - Black pilot watch  
with Black Tropic Rubber strap

Redwood Type B - Black pilot watch  
with Khaki Nylon strap
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Redwood Type B - Black pilot watch with Olive Nylon strap
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SPECIAL OPS WATCHES COVER

[PHOTO]

Lemania Monopusher Series 3 | Photo Credit @finesthourtimepieces
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We have explored at length, in the previous 
chapters, the history and characteristics of field 
watches, diver’s watches, and pilot watches 
from the early 20th century to the 80s. We have 
seen how one of the most fundamental tenets of 
military equipment design is the importance of 
function over form. 

Military watches have always been tools made 
for a specific purpose. We can appreciate their 
aesthetics which are directly derived from their 

The Royal Navy put its first nuclear submarine, 
HMS Dreadnought,  in service in early 1963. 
At the time, the MoD had been issuing high-quality 
chronographs made by Lemania. However, in the 
mid 60s it issued a contract to commission a small 
number of special chronographs to be used aboard 
nuclear submarines. The new submarines were 
equipped with highly sensitive radiation detectors 
to identify leaks early. Even the smallest amount 
of radioactivity from the luminous compound on 
a watch was problematic. The new watch had to 
be made without any illumination. These were to be 
issued exclusively to nuclear submarine personnel 
and therefore remained quite rare.

The special submarine chronographs were based 
on the standard Lemania Monopusher with 
a few key changes: They featured a white dial 
without any illumination. The hands, numerals, and 
markers were simply painted black for maximum 
contrast. 

The layout was similar to the later Valjoux 
asymmetrical chronographs (see chapter 4): running 
seconds on the left, 30-min counter on the right 
and central chronograph seconds. The case was 
asymmetrical with extra material on the right to 
protect the crown and the single pusher. As the name 
implies, the single top pusher (2 o’clock) activates the 
start, stop and reset functions sequentially.

Special Watches:  
Undercover missions and special assignments

55

The Lemania Series 3 Monopusher:  
a chronograph for nuclear submarine crew

function. This is true of the clear, high contrast 
dial on a field watch, the prominent bezel of a 
diver’s watch or the efficient and precise layout of 
a pilot’s chronograph. But first and foremost, they 
are tools that get the job done. In this chapter, 
we examine watches that do not easily fit into the 
usual categories but have fascinating stories and 
connections to the military world.
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The Glycine Airman:  
A civilian watch for Vietnam war pilots

The Airman is not in fact a military watch. 
It was developed by Swiss manufacturer Altus 
Glycine in the early 50s. The legend says that 
an executive with the company had a long 
conversation with the pilot aboard a commercial 
flight between Bangkok and Calcutta and 
brainstormed ideas for the perfect commercial 
pilot watch.

A short while later, the new Airman was released. 
It featured a unique 24-hour dial with an hour 
hand that swept once a day. In addition, it was 
equipped with a 24-hour rotating bezel. It was 
a friction bezel, secured in position by a small set 
screw at 4 o’clock. This allowed for 2 different 
time zones (GMT and air traffic control).
 

Other characteristics of the Airman were its 
waterproof and corrosion-resistant case, 
shatterproof acrylic crystal and a hacking 
automatic movement with date complication. 
The dial was also illuminated for added 
functionality.

This made the Airman an appealing package. 
It became popular among Air Force pilots 
who acquired it privately. It was sold at post 
exchange (PX) on bases throughout Southeast 
Asia. The watch was never issued by a military 
force but became closely associated with the 
Vietnam war.

Glycine Airman | Photo Credit @vespero_watches
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The elusive MACV-SOG Seikos

In early 1964, the Military Assistance Command 
Vietnam – Studies and Observations Group 
(MACV-SOG) was established as a top-secret 
unit to conduct covert warfare during the Vietnam 
War. It operated in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia 
until 1972. Its existence was only recognized in 
the early 80s, years after it was disbanded.

Ben Baker, in charge of the U.S. Counter 
Insurgency Support Office (CISO), was tasked 
with supplying all military equipment to the 
SOG. Because of the highly classified nature of 
the unit, the supplied equipment was “sterilized” 
i.e. all marks/serial numbers were removed to 
make identification difficult. This meant prisoners, 
missing and killed personnel would not be linked 
to the United States military.

 

This was true for watches as well. Servicemen 
of the MACV-SOG had been using their own 
watches, purchased at PX. The Seiko 6619-8060 
was a favorite. It featured a black dial, large 
illuminated numerals and hands, a waterproof 
case, and rugged automatic movement. 
Eventually, the CISO issued very similar Seiko 
references (the 6119-8100 and 7005-8030).

The watches were sometimes supplied on metal 
bracelets that were quickly replaced with one-
piece fabric straps for duty. The 6119 featured 
a plated base metal case that was upgraded to 
stainless steel with the 7005.

The watches were issued between 1968 and 
1972 although details are murky given that all 
MACV-SOG archives were destroyed when 
the unit was disbanded.

Seiko 7005-8030 MACV-SOG | Photo Credit @vintage_chck
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Modern Alternative: The Redwood Monsoon

The Redwood Monsoon was first released in 
2022 as a modern alternative to MACV-SOG 
Seikos of the Vietnam war era. The overall design 
of the watch was inspired by the 6619 and 
6119 references: a highly legible dial with large, 
easy-to-read hour numerals with minute markers. 
All 3 hands are illuminated. The numerals, as 
well as the cardinal dots (3, 6, 9, 12), are also 
illuminated for nighttime operation. 

The 100m/330ft waterproof case is made of 
corrosion-resistant stainless steel and features a 
screw-down crown and a screw-down caseback 
for worry-free operation. 

Its case is a modern 40mm in diameter and 
the crystal is scratch-resistant sapphire, greatly 
surpassing period materials. The caseback is 
engraved with a design evoking death cards used 
by the SOG to terrify the enemy. The Monsoon 
is available with automatic and solar-powered 
movements.

In the spirit of the Seikos, the Redwood Monsoon 
is equipped with a hacking function for precise 
synchronization and is operated through a large 
coin-edge crown. All Redwood watches are 
assembled in Canada.

Redwood Monsoon with Khaki Nylon strap Redwood Monsoon Black with Black Nylon strap
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Redwood Monsoon with Tobacco Leather strap
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Extract from A-11 field watch movement parts and assembly handbook
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The Evolution of  

Watch Crystals

66

Bulova Snorkel with acrylic crystal |  
Photo Credit @vintage_chck

Pocket watch with mineral glass crystal |  
Photo Credit Kjartan Einarsson

Pocket watches  
with glass crystals
The crystal is the part of the watch that 
covers the dial and hands and protects 
them from damage. Before the advent of 
the wristwatch, pocket watches used fragile 
glass to cover the dial. It was so fragile it 
required a metal cover to protect the glass 
when not in use. Early trench watches 
sometimes had a protective grill installed 
above the glass in an attempt to protect it. 
It became clear very quickly that a better 
solution was needed.

The “Unbreakable”  
Acrylic Crystal 
Fragile glass crystals were quickly replaced with 
acrylic. Acrylic is a shatter-resistant plastic that 
became a material of choice for military forces 
worldwide. It became the default material for 
watch crystals. During WWII, it was even used 
for aircraft canopies. Even though it’s not as 
scratch resistant as glass, it’s far more resistant 
to breakage making watches usable in real-
life combat situations. Light scratches can be 
polished out. However, acrylic eventually yellows 
and becomes cloudy when exposed to light - 
as visible on many vintage watches.
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Hardened Mineral Glass 
Hardened mineral glass is made through a 
process of heating and cooling glass to temper 
it. This makes it considerably harder than regular 
glass. Tempering confers scratch-resistant 
properties to the watch crystal and makes it less 
likely to splinter. It solves some of the issues of 
regular glass and acrylic crystals but remains 
prone to shattering upon impact.

Sapphire crystal:  
The Modern Alternative 
Sapphire crystal is made from a single 
piece of synthetic sapphire. It is then cut with 
diamond blades and carefully polished to 
create the watch crystal. Sapphire crystal is 
much harder than mineral glass, making it 
more resistant to scratches. It ranks at 9 on 
the Mohs hardness scale (diamonds rank 
10) making it one of the hardest materials 
in existence. It is the modern choice for 
maximum scratch resistance and durability.

Redwood Field v1 watch (old version)  
with hardened mineral crystal

Redwood Tactical v2 - Stealth with sapphire crystal

P-51 Mustang aircraft with bubble acrylic canopy
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Set of vintage watch crystals
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Redwood Field v3 watches with Super-LumiNova luminescent pigment
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Military watches of the 20th century evolved from pocket watches. The main driver for the change was the 
need for a rugged, practical, and reliable watch that could be used in combat situations. The transition 
from a pocket watch to a wristwatch was a game-changer. Watches became a realistic military tool. 

The advent of the unbreakable acrylic crystal was also a major improvement in terms of real-life 
useability. The illumination of dials and hands made military watches even more versatile.

Watch dial  

illumination

77

Seiko watch with radioactive luminous paint (radium) |  
Photo Credit @colby.watches

Dangerous radium paint 
The first experiments with luminescence on 
watch dials were conducted at the turn of the 
20th century. Radium paint was the first type 
of luminescent material used on watch dials. 
While it was effective at providing consistent, 
long-lasting illumination over many years, 
it had a severe drawback: Radium is a highly 
radioactive element, and exposure to it can be 
very dangerous. The story of the “radium girls” 
- women working in the watch industry as part 
of the war effort - is heart-wrenching. The illness 
and death caused by the dangerous paint they 
applied every day led to major changes in 
worker safety standards. 

Radium paint also eventually degraded and 
ceased to produce illumination while remaining 
radioactive. Old radium dials still set off a Geiger 
counter decades later. It was therefore replaced 
with safer alternatives beginning in the 60s.
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Vertex Dirty Dozen with tritium luminous paint |  
Photo Credit @amsterdammaarten

Safer alternative: Tritium 
Other radioactive materials were used to replace 
radium. Both promethium and tritium are much 
safer lower-energy beta emitters and both were 
used in watches for dials, bezels, and hands. 
While beta particles are more energetic than 
alpha particles, they are stopped by the skin, 
so tritium is much safer to use than radium.

The very short half-life or promethium (2 years 
and a half) made tritium the favored alternative. 
Tritium-based luminescent materials were 
developed in the 1960s and have been used 
extensively. Dials containing tritium can generally 
be identified by a circled T or H3 (hydrogen 
isotope) marking.

However, tritium’s relatively short half-life 
(12 years) meant dials and hands had to be 
periodically replaced or recoated. It was 
eventually replaced with modern luminescent 
pigments such as Luminova and Super-Luminova.
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Redwood Tactical v2 watches with  
Super-LumiNova luminescent pigment

Modern method:  
luminescent pigments 
In the early 90s, the Japanese company 
Nemoto developed a non-radioactive, non-
toxic luminescent pigment based on strontium 
aluminate. It proved to be a formidable 
alternative to radium and tritium for dial 
illumination.

It was initially commercialized under the 
LumiNova trademark (later Super-LumiNova) 
and today it is the most widely used method for 
dial and hand illumination.
As opposed to radioactive materials, Super-
LumiNova requires an “activation” or “charge” 
before glowing. Exposure to natural light, artificial 
light, or UV light makes the pigment glow in the 
dark for several hours. Contrary to radium and 
tritium, although very slow degradation occurs 
(particularly in humid environments), it does not 
lose its ability to glow with time.

One of the biggest drawbacks of this type of 
pigment is the gradual decrease in intensity 
after being “charged”. The dramatic safety 
improvement has nonetheless made it the clear 
choice for most watch manufacturers today.
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Caseback of the Redwood Tactical v2 watch
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When examining a vintage military watch, the caseback is usually engraved with cryptic truncated 
words and random-looking series of numbers. Different types of markings are often found.  

Here are the most common ones:

Date 
Dates are often used to indicate when a 
particular watch was made or commissioned 
(contract issued). The date may be stamped on 
the case back, dial, or movement of the watch. 
Very rarely will a military watch feature the 
date of issue.

Military Watch  

Markings

Manufacturer’s Numbers 
Manufacturers’ numbers are used by the 
company that made a particular watch to identify 
it internally. It is the manufacturer’s equivalent of 
the stock number.

88

Caseback date on a Bulova A-17/A field watch |  
Photo Credit @bvintagesf

Caseback with the manufacturing number on a Longines  
Dirty Dozen | Photo Credit @william_hambuwali
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Stock Numbers 
One critical task for large organizations such 
as a country’s military force is the precise 
tracking of equipment. Early on, inventory 
systems were introduced.

After WWII, the US military introduced 
the 11-digit Federal Stock Number (FSN) 
system. It was eventually standardized to the 
13-digit National Stock Number (NSN) or 
NATO Stock Number system in the mid-70s. 
This system is still in use today by close to 
60 countries (NATO members and  
non-members).

In the case of military watches, stock 
numbers are used to identify specific models. 
These numbers may be stamped on the 
case back, dial, movement, or inside of the 
watch band or bracelet. In some cases, stock 
numbers may also appear on other parts of 
the watch, such as its crown or clasp.
The first two digits define the group of items 
(66 for “Instruments and Lab Equipment”). 
The next two digits define the class of items 
(45 for “Time Measuring Instruments”). 
The following two digits are the country code 
(00 or 01 for the USA, 99 for the UK, etc...). 
The last 7 digits are item specific. 

Caseback with stock numbers |  
Photo Credit @centurytimewatch
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Contract Numbers 
Contract numbers are used to identify the 
specific contract that a watch was made under. 
Contract numbers typically appear on the case 
back or dial. 

Government Marks 
Government marks are typically used by 
governments and military organizations to indicate 
that a particular watch was issued by them. 
Government marks are typically found on the case 
back or dial. They serve as proof that an individual 
is wearing a government-issued timepiece and 
that it is government property.

The most famous government mark is the broad 
arrow (or pheon) indicating the watch is the 
property of the Crown. American watches were 
often marked with “U.S” or “U.S. Government” 
on the dial.

Serial Numbers 
Serial numbers are typically used to identify 
individual watches. Often, the serial number will 
be found on the case back or movement of the 
watch. In some cases, the serial number may 
also be stamped on the inside of the watch band 
or bracelet. If the watch was originally a civilian 
model, it will generally feature both the military 
and manufacturer’s serial numbers.

Issuing Branch Marks 
Issuing branch marks are often used by militaries to 
indicate which branch issued the watch. The most 
famous branch marks are those of the British 
military: 6BB representing the RAF, 0552 for 
the Royal Navy, and W10 for the Army.

By deciphering the different markings found 
on vintage military watches, a huge amount of 
information can be collected to help determine 
the exact origin of the watch. Unfortunately, 
some details are not in the public domain or 
have been lost over the years creating some gaps 
in the history of some models.

Caseback of a Bulova A-17/A field watch | Photo Credit @bvintagesf
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Redwood Field v3 - Frogman watch
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Although the details about the exact origin of 
military fabric straps are murky, one-piece olive 
drab or black fabric straps were widely used 
during WWII, notably for field watches.

Fabric straps had the advantage of handling 
humid and wet environments remarkably well. 
One-piece straps also ensured that should one 
of the lugs or bars fail, the watch would remain 
fastened to the wrist.

In 1973, the MoD issued a specification for a 
new watch strap, DEFSTAN 66-15. The strap 
was intended for use with military-issue watches 
procured for the different branches of the British 
military. The new strap quickly became known as 
the “NATO Strap”, due to its origins in the NATO 
defense procurement system or the G10 strap 

after the name of the form servicemen needed to 
fill out to be supplied with the strap.

The strap is made from a single piece of straight 
20mm wide cross-weave gray nylon webbing 
and features a simple plated brass buckle closure. 
As opposed to standard single-pass straps, 
the G10 features a second flap with metal loops 
to prevent the watch from moving with respect 
to the strap. A total assembled length of 280mm 
is specified.

The NATO strap became the de facto standard 
for field watches and crossed over to the 
civilian market with great success because of 
its versatility, durability, and affordability.

The NATO Strap

99

Nylon straps on the Field v1 watch
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Details on the Redwood Field v3 watch
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Military watches have been around since the 
early days of wristwatches. They were originally 
designed for soldiers in the field, who needed 
a timepiece that was both durable and accurate. 
Over the years, military watches have evolved 
into highly specialized categories of watches 
designed for highly specialized jobs.

In this guide, we have examined the main 
different types of military watches, focusing 
particularly on the period beginning just before 
WWI and ending in the early 80s and the 
domination of the quartz movement.

Vintage military watches are prized for their 
historical significance. Many of these watches 
were used in battle, and they have a unique 
place in history. They are also very collectible 
and have seen their values rise dramatically 
over the last decade. As fascinating as they are, 
there are some downsides to vintage military 
watches. They are often fragile because of their 
age. Their values may preclude them from being 
used in everyday life. Their small diameter is 
sometimes off-putting compared to larger modern 
watches we have gotten accustomed to. 

They often feature decades-old movements that 
are significantly less accurate and more fragile 
than their modern counterparts. Additionally, 
many vintage military watches contain dangerous 
radioactive radium or tritium on their dials and 
hands.

For the above reasons, modern interpretations 
of vintage military watches can be an attractive 
option. They are generally much more durable 
than their vintage equivalent due to advances 
in materials and manufacturing technology. 
They are also more accurate, thanks to advances 
in watchmaking technology. Their design, if it is 
faithful to the spirit of vintage military watches, 
can evoke the same period in history.

In conclusion, both vintage and modern military 
watches have their pros and cons. When looking 
for a watch with historical significance, a vintage 
military watch is the clear winner. For real-life 
everyday use, with durability and accuracy as 
primary concerns, a vintage-inspired modern 
watch is a much more realistic option.

The Collector’s Dilemma

1010
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Redwood Tactical - Mil-Spec watch
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★

The Redwood Brothers

“We know how hard it is to find a watch with  
the right style, a solid build, and a fair price.  

That is why we started Redwood.”
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